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 CHAPTER XII
SUBSTATION AND POWER STATION LOAD CURVES
Whereas the previous chapters have been devoted to the opera-
tion of cars and trains with the ultimate object of determining
the demands which they may make upon the power distribution
system, it is now necessary to study the combination of individual
train demands ancl their connection with the average and maxi-
mum loads on the substation and power station.
The load curves of substation and power station have been
treated simultaneously for the reason that the substation of a
large urban railroad or a relatively long interurban line acts as a
source of power for the surrounding distribution system and
therefore, as far as the determination of station output and
capacity is concerned, it matters little whether the machines
supplying the cars are in turn furnished with electrical power
over a high tension transmission line or whether they are driven
by engines or turbines.
The most convenient units in which quickly to express the
power demands of a train were found to be " watt hours per ton
mile/7 This demand was shown to vary greatly with schedule
speed, weight of cars, condition and profile of track, length of
run, etc. It is clear, therefore, that except in very exceptional
cases a single value of energy cannot bo applied for the entire
length of an interurban run from terminal to terminal. Occa-
sionally, however, with a straight level right of way, with fairly
constant schedule speed throughout the run and with all cars of
about the same size and weight, an average value of energy may
be used for all cars for the entire run and the average substation
demand for the day determined as follows:
U   = Energy in kilowatt hours.
171 — Energy of car in watt hours per ton mile.
W = Weight of car in tons.
Sa == Length of section supplied by station in miles.
N = Number of trips in both directions over section
per day determined from graphical train schedule.
Eff.  = Efficiency of distribution system in per cent.
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